In the early 20th century, the leaders of the Haskalah movement were proud to call themselves “Maskilim”.
Not so today. Those who in yesteryear would have identified themselves with Haskalah today call themselves
a variety of names such as Modern Orthodox, Open Orthodox and Feminist. As it was with the Haskalah so
many years ago, these groups are not happy to keep their “newfound” Judaism to themselves. Instead, they
seek to share and impose their secular worldview upon us as well. They very well know that titling themselves
with anything other than “Orthodox” will hamper their ability to spread their message, so instead they keep
that label and claim they simply seek to advocate, empower, or educate us in areas that we are, in their
opinion, so sorely lacking.

Enter the Jewish Orthodox Women’s Medical Association (JOWMA). This Organization was ostensibly
founded in 2019 by a then 24-year-old1, Eliana Fine-Feld, “to support and advance the careers of religious
Jewish female physicians”2. In a blog post on their site explaining the need of the organization, they write, “It
is difficult to consider how the long journey through pre-med, medical school, residency and fellowship
training, and the eventual medical career can fit into the framework of the Orthodox Jewish community’s
glorification of women exclusively in domesticated roles”.3 In a nutshell, this organization was created to
break the proverbial glass ceiling “to support, empower, promote, and advance Orthodox Jewish female
physicians, both current and future.”4
From the get-go, however, it seemed like the intent was about perpetuating themselves and their feminist
doctrine more than mentoring and collaboration. Shortly after their inception, they began to issue “halachic”
rulings about vaccines5 and even more concerning about inhibiting mikva usage6, without having a single
Rabbi on their board.
In an online forum, JOWMA hosted a panel sponsored by Shalom Task Force since their goals “are very much
aligned.”7 The talk opened with Miriam Andrusier, a proud and openly “queer” medical student (the Q of
LGBTQ), the Vice Chair of the Women’s Health Committee Executive Board of JOWMA.8 The first segment
was delivered by Shoshana Frydman, The Director of Shalom Task Force. In this segment, she focused on
Intimate Partner Violence (IPV) and its prevalence in the Jewish community. She claims that probably 1 in 3
women within the frum community have experienced IPV within their marriages, but she is following up with
a study with Jewish Women International (JWI - a reform organization) to better quantify the statistics in
frum homes.
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But here’s where things really start to get ugly. In 2002, a Lawyer by the name of
Kim Susser, the director of the Matrimonial & Family Law unit at a large law firm
called New York Legal Assistance Group (NYLAG) created what was known as
Project Eden9. Project Eden was created to “enhance a multidisciplinary approach
to deliver holistic, collaborative services”10 by coordinating with various
organizations to help abused women within the frum community. This was sold
to Rabbanim as a “religious venture” to refer those in need of educational training
and social services, however, nothing could be further from the truth. This
“project” was part of and housed by the Kings County District Attorney’s office
and the primary focus was to provide “access to the legal system” and to
prosecute abusers through the criminal court system. In one grant to Project
Eden from the U.S. Department of Justice's Office on Violence Against Women,
the intention was stated outright: to “increase the number of arrests and orders
of protection against white Orthodox Jewish males in Brooklyn." In an article
about the success of the system, Shoshana Frydman and Chana Widawsky (an employee of Project Eden in
the DA’s office) explain that “the criminal justice system, a traditional approach, is often considered an
unwelcome entity in the Orthodox community. This resistance, rooted in the notion of mesirah and the fear
of Shonda, often dissuades women from calling the police and using the justice system to gain safety.”11
While they don’t explain how they halachically address the
problem of mesirah, they do explain that packaging it as a
heimisha organization made penetration into the
community easier.
One access point to the community was to carefully study
and convalesce community stakeholders and
gatekeepers. Mikvah attendants, kallah teachers and
wives of rabbanim were offered educational programs
which, as intended, resulted in numerous referrals as a
result.
It may or may not come as a surprise that the legal genius
behind Project Eden seamlessly joined Shalom Task force
as the Managing Director of their legal project. Kim
Susser, a non-practicing Jew who does not share our
values12, who created a project in the DA’s office to arrest
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frum males, was recruited to help represent “abused women”. A proud
example of services provided was to help deny visitation rights to a
father who wouldn’t social distance with the children.13
What is more curious, however, is that this past November the Center
for Safety and Change hosted a three-part educational event starring the
primary movers and shakers of Shalom Task Force and Footsteps! With
representation of Shoshana Frydman, Kim Susser and Erin Bistricer
(senior member of Sarah’s Voice, a department within Shalom Task
Force), it would be hard to disregard it as a fluke. A 41-page legal guide
produced by Footsteps in 2020 gives legal advice on divorcing while
going off the derech. Examples of advice supplied is to steal all passports
and important documents, copy the spouse’s bank accounts, take
pictures of oneself playing and doing homework with the kids,
maintaining some level of religiosity
until the divorce is final (to keep
custody), and convincing the court to
allow exposing the kids to shmad.14 Featured prominently in the
additional resources section is Shalom Task Force with a special shoutout
to Kim Susser of Shalom Task Force who read and reviewed the entire
manual.
The collaboration with Footsteps isn’t just semantics. Project Eden, Kim
Susser’s brainchild, boasts “NYLAG has also forged new partnerships to
broaden its reach into the Orthodox Jewish community that Project Eden
serves. One such partnership is with Footsteps, a non-profit organization
that provides social services to individuals seeking to leave the Orthodox
community in which they were raised and who face tremendous
obstacles accessing legal services. NYLAG's family law attorneys, including
Project Eden staff, will be providing training to Footsteps’ staff on legal
matters their clients may face, and already are conducting education
sessions for their clients about family law matters and accepting referrals
from the organization.”15
But interfacing with Footsteps on one end and Kallah Teachers on the
other was simply not enough. In a lengthy dissertation, Shoshana
Frydman, the self-identifying modern-orthodox leader of Shalom Task Force16, takes 220 pages to make the
argument why Kallah Teaching must be regulated. If Ms. Frydman would be able to somehow find deficiencies
and subvert the Kallah Teaching market, then she and her ilk would get to regulate what is taught. She quotes
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that if premarital education does not include discussion about sexual health, it is “an oversight with
possibly terminal repercussion, as what is unknown about
sexual health may be fatal”. Mentioned many times
throughout, is that there is no central institution that
regulates and coordinates Kallah teaching courses. She
reminds us of the importance of Social Workers (such as
herself) supporting Kallah Teachers in increasing their
education. With the above she lays the groundwork as an
alibi to sabotage the Kallah Teaching market.17

Quite curiously, on the JOWMA recording, there is mention that Shoshana Frydman recently trained18
in something, but the video cuts out what exactly she got trained in. However, in the raw footage we
obtained, she says that she just finished getting trained as a Kallah teacher. Why would she want to get
trained as a Kallah teacher is one question, but more intriguing is why would she want to hide it?
In a newfangled feigned religious fervor, young women are now seeking to become Poskim of sorts. Fully
aware that this would not be accepted, they are renamed as Yoatzot. They found their niche answering
questions that women would feel more comfortable asking other women but are zealously seeking to
expand their sphere. In creating a new Kallah teaching course19 to incorporate many of the above
deficiencies, they drafted none other than Keshet Starr, the former director of Shalom Task force,
currently the CEO of ORA (The Organization for the Resolution of Agunot), and another speaker on the
JOWMA call and Rachel Hercman, who collaborated with Shalom Task Force for years20 and who “is
passionate about kallah teacher enrichment as a vehicle to systemic change in community attitudes
towards relationships, and looks forward to learning and collaborating another great course.”21 With
mentors like these, it’s quite clear where Shoshana Frydman received her Kallah Teaching degree from.
So where does JOWMA come in?
Unlike the narrative that JOWMA was a result of happenstance post of a group of hyphenated-last-name
activists22, JOWMA has been around since at least 2011 when Mrs. Fine was a mere 16 years old! It was
only that it was sought to be renewed as an outreach tool, that it was rejuvenated in 2019. Young,
Professional, and Authoritative, were some of the features that it wanted to exemplify, and to that end
JOWMA was recreated. The lure of Shalom Task Force has petered out, so JOWMA was set to the task
of infiltrating the frum community.
By spearheading and jumping on the vaccine bandwagon, a populist cause, it gained much support from all
mainstream organizations23. Thus, when Torah U’mesorah wanted to give to yeshivos a referral to well17
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informed medical professionals to dictate school Policy, they chose non other than JOWMA! Mission
Accomplished.
The scheme of using vaccines as a springboard to gain acceptance is a smart one, because, after all, which
self-respecting, politically correct organization would not support vaccination. Now, with public opinion
behind them, they now move on to attempt infiltrating on matters which affect the very essence of Klal
Yisroel.
Following the true and tried playbook used by their peers, JOWMA wasted no time after their newfangled
jump to fame in creating a livestream town hall for Kallah Teachers, Doulas, and Mikva Attendants.
Advertising in mainstream frum media outlets, they promise to “answer questions regarding COVID-19
Vaccines, fertility and pregnancy; as well as an update to mikva guidelines.” Interestingly, on the panel are
only doctors, not halachic authorities, so it’s unclear who would provide the mikva guidelines.
Featured as a panelist is Dr. Elisa Hellman, the founder of “The Confident Kallah.”24 Through her years as a
clinician, she noticed a gap in women’s health awareness and education. This developed into special interest
in patient education and being a resource for the Jewish community in relation to body awareness and
women’s preventative health starting from a young age.25 Indeed she peddles to frum schools in out-of-town
communities infusing children with Sexual Education. JOWMA’s position regarding Sex Ed doesn’t surprise as
a letter penned by Dr. Mira Hellmann-Ostrov, on behalf of JOWMA states that 12.3% of chareidi women are
promiscuous and 11% of yeshiva boys engage in intimate activity.26 In the aforementioned webinar carried
out by JOWMA, a pre and post webinar survey asks “Are you sexually active? The choices given are: 1)
yes, with men only, 2) yes, with women only, 3) yes, with
both men and women, and 4) No. In another survey
question, domestic partner was given as an option
regarding relationship status. Remember, this is from an
Association that calls itself “Jewish Orthodox”.
What emerges from this messy picture is a rap sheet of
depravity that is hard to compete with. Until now we were able
to blame naivete on frum newspapers that took advertising
dollars to perpetuate this decadence. But that time is no
longer. It’s time to internalize the words of Rabbi Mordechai
Gifter who spoke in a drasha about Modernism and Yeshiva
University in 1988.
“We are not Orthodox Jews, we are Torah Jews.”
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